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PREFACE

“There is no form of prose more difficult to understand and more tedious to read than the average scientific 

paper.”

Francis Crick, the co-discoverer of the structure of DNA, wrote this in 1994 in his book The Astonishing 

Hypothesis. Crick and many of his colleagues were acknowledging then what every scientist knows today: many 

scientific communications are largely unreadable.

Dr. Crick and others of his generation witnessed the transformation of scientific prose from reasonably 

understandable to largely unreadable—papers and grants filled with a jungle of jargon that even the most astute 

reader cannot untangle, errors in logic, repetition, and misuse of the English language that masks the meaning. 

This has caused known problems for scientists world-wide, for their careers and for the delay in disseminating 

their unique findings to the world. The rapid increase in science specialization, complexity, and new language have 

been largely to blame. But I believe that scientists largely lack the training needed to simplify their language. As 

science becomes increasingly more specialized and complex, for many scientists, it becomes even more difficult to 

communicate with their readers in clear and simple terms.  

But why? Certainly, you as the expert in your field know and understand the science better than anyone and 

should be able to explain it to anyone because of this. I believe it becomes more difficult partly because scientists 

become more mired down into the complexities of their science, and their thinking becomes tangled and confused 

in the details. They find it more difficult to look at the complexity from a higher level, think clearly, and translate 

those thoughts clearly to their reader. But it’s also that scientists just have not learned ways to simplify and organize 

their writing. The writing is weighed down by a tradition of pompous academic writing that has been perpetuated in 

the literature—in the fear of appearing too simplistic by their esteemed colleagues—they write things like Prior to 

the initiation of our present analysis when they could simply write Before our study began. 

And learning how to write clearly, directly, more simply, is undoubtedly one of the most important and valuable 

skills any scientist can learn. In college, we had a notion that scientists had to learn the technical skills of their field 

but not how to write.  And that is the biggest falsehood you could possibly perpetrate on young people. I believe 

that writing and rhetoric are the most valuable skills across any discipline in any field, especially science and 

medicine.
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Let me explain more completely from my own experience.

Your thoughts are like a string of pearls the man said as he looked up at me sternly over his wire-rimmed 

glasses. This was his reaction to the first draft of my research paper. The man was a former Senior Editor of one of 

the most esteemed medical journals, for whom I apprenticed on my first job out of academia. 

I smiled and enthusiastically thanked him—after all, I worked hard on that paper!

You misunderstand! By that, I meant that your thoughts are like a string of loosely unconnected sentences 

without any transition, much the same in form throughout, and, well, otherwise boring and difficult to follow, and 

therefore to understand.

The words cut into me, the young scientist-apprentice. After all, I was a trained scientist, and had already 

written a few journal articles and one grant in academia. Surely, I had learned something about writing from this 

experience. I struggled for some comprehension— was it possible I didn’t know how to write? Perhaps my editor 

could be wrong and another opinion would be more favorable. But he wasn’t wrong and another opinion would 

have just confirmed the diagnosis—bad writing! 

The physician-editor sat me down and meticulously went through his marks—there was a sea of red on every 

page (yes, this was before computers!). Through the often painful lessons, I had obviously forgotten some basic 

principles from my freshman writing classes. 

Omit needless words! Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a 

paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a 

machine no unnecessary parts! 

This was the advice essayist and editor E.B. White took from his Cornell English professor William Strunk. The 

Elements of Style, was one of the first books I had read in writing class my freshman year. I had forgotten its advice. 

My thinking and subsequent prose had become overly complex, redundant, muddled, and confused.  

The editor continued. 

 

      No good editor will accept this paper!  But with enough work, you’ll learn how to write well the first time...now, 

go back and start over with an outline!
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Chapter 1:   
The Causes of Obscurity in Scientific Writing

This guide relies on 2 fundamental principles:

1. It is important for scientists to write clearly 

2. Anyone can learn it

The first principle is self-evident, particularly to those who read writing like this:

An understanding of the causal factors involved in excessive drinking by students could lead to their more 

efficacious treatment.

but can’t seem to write:

We could more effectively treat students who drink too much if we understood why they did so.

And the second principle eludes many scientists who struggle with their writing but believe that writing cannot 

be taught. 

This is a problem for generations of scientists who have, unfortunately, learned to write in a way that obscures 

their meaning from their readers, and I would even suggest from themselves. Scientists use language they copy 

from the literature, the jargon-filled writing perpetuated from paper to paper, grant to grant. They believe the writing 

is understandable, even erudite. But for the people that matter—journal editors, peer reviewers, and the like—their 

meaning is often confused, obscured, and misunderstood, which reflects poorly on the writer.

This guide is intended to help you—the scientist—to learn simple ways to overcome this academic obscure 

style and learn to write clearly, simply, and directly. The principles herein are taken from real-life experiences in 

working with hundreds of principal investigator scientists, both experienced and novice. It is intended for the early-

stage investigator and the established investigator alike—anyone who wants to become a better writer. 
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The Causes of Obscurity 

If you want to learn how to improve your writing, you first need to understand why medical and scientific 

writing has been historically unclear. Here, we examine some of the causes of obscurity in thought and writing.

First, obscurity in scientific and medical writing isn’t a new problem. In 1975, Dr. Michael Crichton—the 

famous writer of Jurassic Park and The Andromeda Strain and ER— took writers to task when he published a blunt 

essay “Medical Obfuscation: Structure and Function” in the New England Journal of Medicine. 

He wrote:

Medical writing in general is weak...the general tone is one of utmost timidity, going far beyond sensible 

caution…it is striking that so many powerful members of the profession—heads of departments, professors, and 

deans—should choose to express themselves in so hesitant a fashion. They certainly don’t talk that way. Weak 

writing is hard to read. In fact, the general consequence of all these writing errors is to make medical prose as 

dense, impressive, and forbidding as possible. Even the simplest concepts are re-stated in unrevealing forms. The 

stance of authors seems designed to astound and mystify the reader with a dazzling display of knowledge and 

scientific acumen. 

Crichton argued that dense and forbidding medical prose is designed as a display of scientific profundity, and 

not as an attempt to communicate experience. 

Why do scientists write like this?

Writers pump up their prose, hoping that complicated long sentences with big words indicate deep, erudite 

thought. And, when we want to hide the fact that we don’t know what we’re talking about, we typically throw up a 

tangle of abstract words in long, complex sentences and phrases.

One of the biggest reasons scientists write poorly is because they often cannot anticipate when readers will 

think their message is unclear, much less why. When we read what we write, our prose always seems clearer to us 

than to others (your audience). Thus, instead of revising our writing to meet our readers’ comprehension, we write 

it to meet ours. But you are not writing it for yourself, as much as you might like the ‘sound’ of your own writing—

you’re writing it for the reader, who must get through the tangle of confused thoughts, paragraphs, and sentences. 

Mariangela
Texto escrito a máquina
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Texto escrito a máquina
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End of Chapter 1 Preview
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Chapter 2:  Concision and Misused Words and Terms
 

     Concision, the Art of Being Concise 

Being concise means that you use an economy of words that are the most effective in conveying your ideas. 

Most writers particularly have difficulty being concise and often fill their writing with unnecessary redundant words 

and phrases that do not add anything to the sentences or paragraph. In this section, we discuss the art of concision.

Omit Needless Words!! This advice, often quoted from Strunk and White’s The Elements of Style is apropos to 

any writing, particularly medical writing, as the majority of papers and grants are at least 20% to 40% redundant 

and unnecessarily wordy. Strunk and White write:

Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary 

sentences, for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary 

parts. This requires not that the writer make all his sentences short, or that he avoid all detail and treat his subjects 

only in outline, but that every word tell.

In this chapter, we will give you advice on how to be concise in your thinking and writing and use words and 

terms correctly in your writing. 

Before we examine sentences and paragraphs and the entire document, we should begin with the 

fundamentals—concision, or being concise and clear.

Being concise reduces length—and most scientific documents are too wordy and long—and increases 

comprehension. Most scientists have great difficulty distilling their message not only because they don’t know the 

writing principals involved (which I will show you) but they believe that the shorter message misses important 

points. For example:

In order to reduce the cellular growth, which was too rapid, of the HeLa cells in our culture conditions, we 

added the inhibitor HA-119 to the culture. In employing this agent, we found a large reduction of at about half in 

the cell growth over the period of 24 hours after initiating the agent (54 words). 

 

http://www.bartleby.com/141/
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The sentence is too wordy and, in some instances, vague. Editing out redundancies and being direct, we get:

To slow HeLa cell growth in our culture, we added the inhibitor HA-119, which reduced cell growth by 52% 

within 24 hours. (23 words, 42% shorter).

Does it convey the same thought? Yes. But here, a disclaimer. In this guide, I offer suggested edits to illustrate 

different points. They are all taken out of context—thus, one can argue that it may not convey what was meant in 

the larger context. However, it is necessary to look at examples in isolation to illustrate the point and trust that I am 

showing you one good way of eliminating needless words and phrases.

The general principals of concision are:

First, delete words that convey little or nothing, words that repeat the meaning of other words, or unnecessary 

adjectives and adverbs. Second, replace a phrase with a word.

We’ll examine each of these. 

Delete Meaningless Words 
 
     Some words are just useless verbal ticks we use in speech that have no place in writing:

Such meaningless words are seen commonly in writing:

It is of interest to note    In a sense

Interestingly     That said…

In order to      Clearly

Due to the fact that    Basically

Draw your attention to the fact that  Indeed

It goes without saying     As already stated

These phrases do not belong in writing—they are meaningless yet commonly used. 
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Other meaningless words seen in medical writing are essentially, process, basis, and grounds: 

 Essentially, cellular growth of our HeLa cells was dependent upon the culture temperature and level of  

      CO2.

becomes

Cell growth of HeLa cells depended upon the culture temperature and CO2 levels.

Also, do not use process:

...disease process…cancer process...inflammatory process…aging process.

Yes, they are processes, but we don’t need to be told that.

Asphyxia is a low-frequency event in the birthing process.

becomes

Asphyxia during birth is uncommon.

Patients examined on a daily basis (regular basis).

becomes

Patients examined daily (regularly).

Each patient was studied on a one-to-one basis.

becomes

Each patient was examined individually.

...a heterogeneous group of tumors on epidemiological grounds.

becomes

This is an epidemiologically heterogeneous group of tumors.
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Delete Double-Meaning Words

Part of the problem here is that scientists don’t sometimes think they get the point across unless they use 

paired words:

Final outcome  Skin rash

Red in color  Soft in consistency

Small in size  Important essentials

Add together  Fewer in number

Entirely complete  Audible to the ear

Combine together  Interval of time

For example, note the redundancies in:

The patient’s skin rash appeared blue in color

The interval of time of the experiment was 2-4 weeks

The 3 dB noise was audible to the ear

 

The bolded items in this sentence show common redundancies:

 

Here, we measured the weight of the agent drug, dissolved it at a level of 0.5 µg/L in saline, and then it was 

stored at 0°C for a period of 10 days.

You should eliminate the redundancies in bold and make it a parallel sentence using the verbs weighed, 

dissolved, stored:

We weighed the drug, dissolved it in 0.5 mg/L in saline, and stored it at 0°C for 10 days. 

 

Replace a Phrase with a Word

Using unnecessarily long phrases when a word will do is common in scientific writing. You should learn to 

spot opportunities to edit the sentence down. This editing will be illustrated in the principle of nominalization in 

which strong verbs like measure is turned into the noun the measurement. This will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

Mariangela
Texto escrito a máquina
End of Chapter 2 Preview
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Chapter 3: 
The Sentence—Short and Clear

Writers often form overly complex sentences containing several different ideas in a passive construction using 

weak verbs and unclear subjects. At the simplest level, a good sentence should be immediately understood on first 

read. If you have to stop and re-read the sentence, it is not clear and needs to be rewritten. And to be clear, sentences 

must first contain a clear and identifiable subject followed immediately by a strong active verb. 

Subjects and Verbs

The measurement of the atomic mass of the new element was made by the researchers.

versus

Researchers measured the new element’s atomic mass.

The first sentence is a passive construction (versus active construction, more on that later), has an indirect 

subject (The measurement), and a weak verb (was). The writer was not clear on the important subject—the 

researchers—and took a strong verb (measured) and made it the noun subject The measurement (a nominalization, 

more on that later in this chapter), which forced the writer into a longer, less direct construction. 

Language research shows that readers will interpret a sentence quickly if they encounter a verb immediately 

after a clear subject. Anything that gets in between the two will be glossed over because the reader scans the 

sentence looking for the action. 

A good example of this is a sentence appearing in a paper (Joy DA et al, Science 2003; 300: 318) about the 

origins of plasmodium falciparum, the organism carried by mosquitos that causes malaria. The writer intended to 

tell the reader about what caused the organism’s emergence:

The emergence of virulent Plasmodium falciparum in Africa within the past 6,000 years as a result of a cascade 

of changes in human behavior and mosquito transmission has recently been hypothesized. 

Here, the subject of the sentence is The emergence and the verb modifying the noun doesn’t appear until the 

sentence’s end: has recently been hypothesized.  The reader scans the sentence looking for the action and misses 
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the important information buried in the middle, giving it little or no attention. However, the writer intended for 

the reader to understand that the organism emerged in Africa because of changes in human behavior and mosquito 

transmission. These central points are buried in the middle of the sentence. The sentence begins with the subject 

The emergence (a nominalization of the verb emerged) and ends with even less important information has recently 

been hypothesized. And, sentence end, we will discover, is the stress position, where the writer should make the 

points they want the reader to remember.

Accordingly, Dr. Joy would have gotten her point across more directly and effectively by writing:

According to a recent hypothesis, virulent Plasmodium falciparum emerged in Africa within the past 6,000 

years as a result of a cascade of changes in human behavior and mosquito transmission.

This new active direct sentence contains the intended subject (Plasmodium falciparum) followed by the 

strong verb emerged, and the opening contains the least important information (According to a recent hypothesis). 

The sentence ends with the stressed information (changes in human behavior and mosquito transmission). The 

sentence is now clear to the reader that this organism emerged because of changes in human behavior and mosquito 

transmission.

Sentence Constructions

The sentence finish—the stress position.  What readers read last is what they remember. Thus, your sentences 

should end with what you want to stress and have the reader remember. You saw this previously in the sentence 

about malaria. In that example, we assumed the writer wanted to emphasize the reasons for the rise in the organism 

Plasmodium falciparum by writing:

According to a recent hypothesis, virulent Plasmodium falciparum emerged in Africa within the past 6,000 

years as a result of a cascade of changes in human behavior and mosquito transmission.

However, if Dr. Joy’s argument was directed at discussing the timing of Plasmodium emergence in Africa, she 

might have emphasized that point by writing instead: 
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According to a recent hypothesis, because of a cascade of changes in human behavior and mosquito 

transmission, virulent Plasmodium falciparum emerged in Africa within the past 6,000 years.

How you manage the emphasis in a sentence stress helps to establish the voice readers hear in your prose—if 

you end it with less important information that carry little meaning, your sentence will fail and not be remembered.

Old Before New Information

Research on how sentences are constructed for maximum clarity emphasize two points:

1. Begin sentences with information your readers already understand or know. Readers remember ideas 

and words from the sentences they just finished reading or understand from general knowledge. 

2. End sentences with information new to your readers. Reader always expect to read what’s new after they 

read what’s familiar or old information. 

Therefore, the beginning of a sentence grounds the reader with established information for the leap that 

follows. It might refer to previous material presented in other paragraphs or sentences. Then, the new information 

is introduced at the end. The more closely the structure matches the reader’s expectations, the more they will 

immediately comprehend it. 

In the previous paragraph, we demonstrated that PET and fMRI are useful neuroimaging methods to study 

patients with brain injury. In this section, we show that further resolution of disordered neural circuits is possible 

with a new method called diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)…

Nominalization—Turning Verbs Into Nouns

Writers of technical documents, especially those in the scientific and medical field, have unfortunately learned 

to take strong action verbs like react and turn them into nouns The reaction because they think it sounds more 

erudite to use that form.  Here are some common verbs turned into nouns: 

react    g  reaction
neutralize  g	 neutralization
inhibit    g	 inhibition

eliminate  g	 elimination

Mariangela
Texto escrito a máquina
End of Chapter 3 Preview
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Chapter 4: 
The Paragraph—Organized and Coherent

The Importance of Paragraphs

Dr. Liane Reif-Leher, in her “Confessions of an NIH Grant Application Reviewer” (The Scientist, September 5, 

1998, p. 19), made the following observation when reviewing a research grant:

It was clear to me that bad organization could mislead the reviewer. If the topic sentence of a paragraph 

was full of unimportant words, I would move on to the next paragraph. This was sometimes detrimental for the 

applicant—as well as embarrassing for me when I learned from my peers that important information had been 

buried in one of those paragraphs. My suggestion to proposal-writers: Once you think that it’s finished, go through 

it again to see if you have told the reviewer up front what is in each paragraph.

As a journal editor, one of the main problems I observed with papers was their disorganization in paragraphs 

and lack of logical thought throughout the piece. Paragraphs in grants and papers were often full of disconnected 

thoughts and the reader (me) could not follow a clear line of logic. This caused me to constantly stumble over the 

sentences and paragraphs, which took my focus off the science. It is very frustrating to a journal editor to read 

paragraphs like this:

Tetracyclines have been in use since 1948. Their side effects, however, are still a problem. Photosensitivity and 

tooth discoloration as well as overgrowth of nonsusceptible organisms in the gut must be considered when drugs 

are prescribed.  It has been found that such drugs as gentamycin are only somewhat useful in eliminating gram-

negative organisms. Tetracyclines are derived from Streptomyces and semisynthetic derivatives...

This paragraph is poorly organized and confusing because it contains a series of sentences that do not flow 

logically but rather skip from one idea to the next without context. Its topic sentence does not reflect the ideas 

contained in this paragraph. It begins by discussing that tetracycline drugs, despite being around since the 1940s, 

still have persistent side effects. Then it switches to the fact that gentamycin is only somewhat useful in eliminating 

gram-negative bacteria and then a completely different idea on the origins of tetracyclines.

To rectify this, the writer should outline their argument first before writing. Then they might come up with the 

following, which contains the 3 ideas in separate paragraphs:
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Tetracyclines have been in use since 1948. Their side effects, however, are still a problem. Photosensitivity and 

tooth discoloration as well as overgrowth of nonsusceptible organisms in the gut must be considered when drugs 

are prescribed. Photosensitivity may cause…  

It has been found that such drugs as gentamycin are useful in eliminating gram-negative organisms. However, 

some gram-negative bacteria are resistant to some tetracyclines, and it has been proposed that the outer cell 

membrane in gram-negative bacteria has as a protective mechanism against antibiotic selection pressure. 

The classical tetracyclines were derived from Streptomyces, but the newer derivatives are semisynthetic as is 

generally true for newer members of other drug groups. The semisynthetic drugs … 

Principles of Clear Paragraphs

All clearly constructed paragraphs contain an opening topic sentence that introduces the paragraph’s concept to 

support the writer’s arguments, clear transitions from one idea to another, a consistent order of terms and ideas, and 

parallel thoughts. Most effective paragraphs should be no longer than 10 sentences, and as short as 1. Each of these 

concepts are discussed below.

Topic Sentences

Every paragraph should start with a topic sentence that tells the reader the main idea of the paragraph. A 

paragraph’s topic sentence must be general enough to express the paragraph’s overall subject. But it should also 

be specific so that the reader can understand the paragraph’s main subject and point. Once the topic is clear to the 

reader, you have given them the paragraph’s main idea and they will follow clearly what you put forth as long as it 

follows the lead idea. Here’s an example:

The incidence and demography of Anorexia nervosa have been extensively characterized (1-21). Anorexia 

nervosa occurs in roughly 1% of adolescent and young adult females (1-3). Most cases (90%) are female (4-8), and 

the majority are Caucasian and come from middle-class or higher socioeconomic groups (9-14). Anorexia nervosa 

is more prevalent in industrialized countries that share a western view that thinness is ideal (15, 16). It develops 

most frequently during adolescence; mean age of onset is 17 years with bimodal peaks at ages 14 and 18 (17-19). 

The prevalence of anorexia nervosa has remained constant over the past few decades; one notable change is the 

higher incidence in women over age 30, although this still represents a minority of cases (20, 21). 

Mariangela
Texto escrito a máquina
End of Chapter 4 Preview
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Chapter 5: 
Mechanics and Style

In this chapter, I provide essential information about mechanics and style, including grammar and punctuation, 

how to use numbers and units, and information on using figures and tables, all important in constructing clear, 

concise, and accurate scientific documents. Many journals maintain their own style, particularly for units and 

numerals, but here, I am using the AMA Manual of Style 10th Edition as an often-cited style used by authors and 

editors.

Grammar Basics

Understanding the basics of grammar is essential to good writing. Here, we focus on how to avoid common 

grammatical mistakes in writing rather than provide a primer on grammar.

Dangling Participles and Referents

This is a verb form that usually ends in –ing and shows up in places where it doesn’t belong and often refers 

to the wrong thing. When you spot a phrase starting with an –ing verb, beware—make sure it modifies what it’s 

supposed to.

After closing the incision, the dog was moved to the kennel.

(Obviously, the dog did not close the incision). This can be easily corrected to:

After we (the veterinarians) closed the dog’s incision, we placed it in a kennel. 

Using the Kjeldahl method, nitrogen was determined… 

versus

We used the Kjeldahl method to determine nitrogen…

Spit Infinitives and Verb Phrases

This construction happens when a word or phrase, usually an adverb or adverbial phrase, comes between the 

marker to and the infinitive form of a verb.
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The authors planned to promote exercising vigorously.  
 

      Is it the exercising or the promotion of exercising that is vigorous?  It’s ambiguous. To clarify the meaning, 

write:

The authors planned to vigorously promote exercising. 

Or

The authors planned to promote vigorous exercise.

Subject-Verb Agreement

The subject and verb must agree by number. 

Plural verbs should follow plural nouns, and singular verbs follow singular nouns. This rule is true even when 

a phrase ending in a plural noun follows a singular subject or a phrase ending in a singular noun follows a plural 

subject. 

A review of all patients with Stage II adrenal tumors was [not were] undertaken in the university hospital. 

The subject in this sentence is review. Ignore all modifying prepositional phrases that follow a noun when 

determining verb agreement. 

This patient, together with her nurse and her family, makes [not make] this decision. 

The investigator, in addition to all participants, was [not were] expected to abide by the institution’s safety 

guidelines. 

Common plural nouns. A few plural nouns like data, agenda, bacteria are used so commonly as singular that 

they are often used with a singular verb.

The agenda has [not have] been set for our next meeting. 

This is true with words like bacteria, criteria, phenomena. When the singular is intended, use bacterium, 

criterion, phenomenon. 
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      Also, data is often used as a singular when used as a plural (collective) noun and, it takes the singular verb in 

this way.  

In the final analysis, few data were [not was] available to support our hypothesis. 

When you need to use -s or -es in parentheses to express the possibility of a plural, use a singular verb. 

The risk factor(s) for these patients was (not were) not always clear.

Collective nouns. When you name more than one person, place, or thing meant as a unit, use the singular verb.   

Ten percent of Dr. Smith’s time is [not are] spent on lecturing medical students. [Ten percent is thought of as a 

unit with a singular verb.] 

The emergency paramedic crew responds [not respond] to these accidents. 

Here, Crew is thought of as a unit here, so it takes a singular verb. 

Compound subjects. When 2 words joined by and/or are the subject, either the singular or plural verb form is 

used—depending on whether the words joined are singular or plural and on the connectors used. 

Joined by and. With and, a plural verb is usually correct. 

The nurse and the physician are discussing my case. 

A singular verb should be used if the 2 elements are thought of as a unit: 

Debunking and radiation was suggested in this patient. 

or refer to the same person or thing: 

The last author and co-investigator in charge of budget takes responsibility for the financial analysis. 

Compound Subject with or/nor. Use a plural verb if both elements are plural or singular verb if both are 

singular. When one is singular, the other plural, the verb should agree with the noun closer to the verb. 
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The nurse or physician makes the decision on patient care. 

The nurses or physicians make the decision on patient care.

Which Versus That

A phrase introduced by “that” is restrictive and cannot be omitted without changing the meaning of the 

sentence. Such essential material should not be set off by commas. 

Animals that were treated with antibiotics recovered. 

This means that those animals treated with antibiotics recovered. It implies that animals not treated with 

antibiotics did not recover.

A nonrestrictive phrase adds information, but does not limit what it modifies. Because it can be omitted without 

changing the sentence meaning, it is always set off by commas. Which should be used to introduce a nonrestrictive 

phrase.

Animals, which were treated with antibiotics, recovered. 

This means the animals recovered—and that they were all treated with antibiotics (a parenthetical phrase). This 

is quite different than the first sentence.

As another example, suppose a doctor gave this instruction to a nurse:

Do not give steroids that are diabetogenic.

This would mean don’t give the steroids that cause diabetes, but you can give those steroids that don’t cause 

diabetes.

Or, instead, if the instruction came as: 

Do not give steroids, which are diabetogenic.

This means all steroids cause diabetes, a very different instruction.
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Chapter 6: 
Shape—Looking at the Whole

The Rules of Good Writing and Revision

Here, I offer advice from my experience in working with students and investigators at all levels at many 

different academic institutions as well as private companies. It is advice that most respected journal editors, peer 

reviewers, and good writers will likely give you.

1. Know your audience—your reader. Most writers write for themselves, ignoring the reader. Without 

considering who will read your article, you will not first consider how fully you should explain more difficult 

concepts, what figures or tables to include, or what terms and concepts you need to define. In some highly 

specialized journals, this may seem obvious. However, with readership world-wide and science becoming 

increasingly cross-disciplinary, writers must consider a more common audience than might seem obvious. Before 

you start typing from that blinking cursor, consider your audience—many journals publish this information in 

their instructions online. Talk to an experienced peer reviewer of the journal, if possible, to better understand the 

readership. It will serve you well. 

2. Outline your work. I have emphasized this throughout this book. You remember how to outline from your 

freshman English class. Without an outline, you will walk through a minefield of disorganized and wayward 

thoughts. Starting to write a paper with that unforgiving blinking cursor is nothing short of trying to build a house 

without an architect’s blueprint. The end product ends up with a mess of disorganized and illogical and poorly 

connected thoughts, redundancies, and irrelevant material— all of which makes the work much harder for the 

writer, sometimes impossible.  

One of my wise mentors at Stanford, an outstanding writer, told me “the best way to edit a disorganized 

paragraph is to just swipe through it and hit DELETE.” Many of the papers and grants I receive for review often 

require substantial rewriting to untangle a mess of long, illogical paragraphs, redundancies, and confused concepts. 

Unfortunately, once the ideas are put down for consideration, untangling them and reorganizing the paper takes far 

longer, is tortuous, and often results in an inferior product than if they had written it from an outline—just like the 

poorly designed house with disorganized spaces, layout, wiring, and plumbing. Some of the paragraphs just have to 

be torn apart and reordered, compounding the writer’s problems, creating a patchworked nightmare, and costing the 

writer valuable time. 
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3. Never write the research paper in the same order it is presented. Starting with your abstract and moving 

to introduction, methods, etc., is a mistake and will create more work for you. In the process of writing a paper, 

especially in making the outline, authors discover new ideas and may take different directions. Thus, my advice, 

and that of many journal editors I have worked with, is to start with your figures and tables. Consider your data, 

talk to your colleagues, think about what the data is telling you, and then create your results. I often print my figures 

and tables and spread them out in front of me—what are they telling me? In your outline, you start framing your 

findings carefully. I say carefully because so many writers take the lazy route and end up regurgitating what is 

obvious from a figure or table, wasting valuable space but more importantly, insulting the reader’s intelligence. If 

you have carefully crafted your figures and tables—and this means going through many revisions—your reader will 

be able to immediately understand them. Point out for them what is not obvious.  

Look through some top-level journals in your field—or better yet, outside of your field and see how they do it. 

You will see some pretty sophisticated figures and tables that stand on their own and are clear at first read—they 

have gone through countless edits by the authors and journal editors alike. Once you frame your findings using your 

figures and tables, and from your outline, frame your discussion and introduction next. The methods section often 

can be put together anytime, but it usually will need refining once you finish your results. The discussion is critical 

to a paper, and so many investigators make the mistake of going off on sidetracks not relevant to their central 

hypothesis and findings, and many times, authors will make conclusions not supported by their findings. This is a 

dealbreaker for journal editors, and can often be a central reason for the paper’s rejection. Discussions should put 

your findings in the context of other research findings, discuss weaknesses, and especially tell the reader: what’s 

next?  

Research is not carried out in a vacuum—your findings always suggest future studies, and it is important 

to tell your reader what you plan to do next now that you have gotten these results. Also, the introduction often 

suffers, largely because writers have not outlined their thoughts first, and they end up writing an exhaustive and 

disorganized background, some of which is not relevant to the problem. Your introduction should be short and 

strong—a precise background and significance that follows a logical framework. What is the problem? What do we 

know about it? What are our gaps in knowledge? What is my hypothesis? And how am I going to fill that knowledge 

gap to help solve the stated problem? And, most importantly, why is this important?  

Take a clue from the NIH—the new grant structure now must include a separate section, Significance, in which 

you must detail why this problem is important to human health and disease. You then end the introduction with a 

clear and short statement of objective like “Here, our objective was to…”. Abstracts are written last. Also, do not 
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wordsmith your title until the end. Start with a working title if necessary, but you will refine it once you finish so it 

can be more sculpted to your paper’s subtle purpose. 

4. Revision is at the heart of good writing. Put the paper draft away for a couple of days. When you re-read it, 

you will find basic errors, many redundancies (which should have been minimized by your outline), and confusing 

sections. Think of your reader when you are revising—who are my readers and what do they need to know? Also, 

give your paper to a colleague—it is a necessary part of revision. A different point of view, whether you agree with 

it or not, always refreshes your perspective. You may think of yourself as an “independent” investigator, but that 

does not mean you work in a vacuum. Do not exclude your colleagues’ ideas! And, in revising your work, learn to 

cut ruthlessly. Most papers I edit are 20% to 30% too long, with many redundancies and convoluted sentences that 

the author did not see—the track changes help them to see, but learn to carefully edit your own work. Sometimes, 

swiping through a tangled paragraph and hitting the DELETE button is necessary!

5. Take some lessons from seasoned writers. Scientists often ask me how I write. I find the time—usually I 

schedule the time—then pick a quiet place to write, free from distractions, close my door, and decide on a goal. 

Today, I will write my results and discussion from my outline might be a good goal. But under no circumstances 

will I open my paper when I have only a few minutes and try to do any serious work. Good writing requires 

dedication and concentration, and TIME. Unfortunately, many scientists try to write a paper in a weekend, in one 

sitting, go through one or two cursory edits on their own, and send it into the journal, all within a few days. Most 

good papers require weeks to write and will undergo many revisions—sometimes 5 or 6 drafts and other authors’ 

input and consideration. But remember, if you are the paper’s first author, it is your responsibility to take all 

authors’ input, consider them for inclusion or not, and assure that the paper holds together with all the additions and 

deletions that are part of revising. I have seen some big papers turn into a nightmare of confused paragraphs and 

differing styles that sometimes are unrecoverable and they had to be rewritten from scratch. Do not go there. 

6. Devote time.  It doesn’t matter when you write—some writers like writing first thing after they awaken, 

as they claim their mind is clear; others like writing late at night after their day’s work. Whatever works for you, 

stick to a schedule and devote at least 2 to 3 hours, more if possible, to writing. However, writing for too long, like 

6 hours, becomes counterproductive for most writers. I can’t think clearly for that long and I often start making 

mistakes after 2 to 4 hours of writing. If you find yourself frustrated and angry at your writing, stop immediately! 

It is a universal truth that giving that troublesome draft an overnight rest cures many problems. Looking at work 

with fresh eyes is amazing—you will discover many problems and mistakes. And giving time between drafts does 

something else amazing—it’s in between those drafts when you’re out walking your dog or doing errands when the 
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